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ABSTRACT

We propose a flexible summarization framework for team-sport videos,
which is able to integrate both the knowledge about displayed content
(e.g. level of interest, type of view, etc.), and the individual (narrative)
preferences of the user. Our framework builds on the partition of the
original video sequence into independent segments, and create local
stories by considering multiple ways to render each segment. We dis-
cuss how to segment videos based on production principles, and design
the benefit function to evaluate various local stories from a segment.
Summarization by selection of local stories is regarded as a resource
allocation problem, and Lagrangian relaxation is performed to find the
optimum. In this paper, we not only explain the application of this
framework to summarizaing broadcasted videos, but also its applica-
tion to sports video production in a multi-view scenario, along with
experimental results to investigate the efficiency.

Keywords— Audio & video analysis, summarization.

1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This paper considers sport event summarization. The purpose is the
generation of a concise video with well-organized and personalized
story-telling. Although many works have been devoted to the auto-
matic detection of key actions in team-sport games [1, 2, 3], little at-
tention has been given to the construction of a summary telling a story
and including all events that satisfy individual user interest. Actually,
when addressing the problem of building a summary from highlighted
actions, most earlier methods focus on events retrieval scenarios, and
just implement pre-defined filtering or ranking procedures to extract
the actions of interest (or the ones that match the theme requested by
the user) from the original audiovisual stream. Most methods are def-
initely rigid in the sense that the pre-encoded summarization scheme
can not be adapted to any kind of user preferences, neither in terms of
preferred action, nor in terms of the desired length and narrative style
of the summary. Some of them, e.g. [3], order segments in decreas-
ing order of importance, and can thus easily handle distinct summary
length constraints. However, it just arbitrarily extracts a pre-defined
fraction of the scene (e.g. 15 or 30 seconds prior the end of the last
live action segment preceding the replay), without taking care of story-
telling artifacts.

Our work attempts to overcome those limitations by introducing a
generic resource allocation framework to adapt the selection of audio-
visual segments to be included in the summary according to the needs
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and preferences of the user. Several contending local stories are con-
sidered to present each segment, so that not only the content, but also
the narrative style of the summary can be adapted to user requirements.
Hence, by tuning the benefit and the cost of the local stories, our frame-
work becomes able to balance -in a natural and personal way- the
semantic (what is included in the summary) and narrative (how it is
presented to the user) aspects of the summary. This is a fundamental
difference, compared to the approaches based on filtering or ranking
mechanisms. Interestingly, and in contrast to [4], our framework also
avoids managing sophisticated semantic relations among concept enti-
ties to control story-telling. This enables the deployment of an effec-
tive system even when limited semantic understanding of the content is
available, e.g. in cases for which relevant periods of the game are de-
tected based on broadcasted audio analysis, as we explored in [5][6][7]
for broadcasted soccer videos, and in cases where powerful video ana-
lytic techniques are utilized for automatic scene understanding, as ex-
plained in [8] for multi-view raw videos.

2. SUMMARIZATION THROUGH RESOURCE
ALLOCATION

We first present an overview of the overall framework of our summa-
rization method, which treats video summarization as an optimization
problem to find the strategy of clip selection that achieves the highest
benefit under the constrained summary length.

Fig. 1. Summarization in a divide-and-conquer paradigm.

The summarization engine takes as input the content that has been
broadcasted by the production room. Figure 1 explains how person-
alized summaries are constructed based on the fragmentation of this
content into non-overlapping and semantically meaningful segments.
Especially, with all shot boundaries known, we divide a video into a
sequence of clips of different view-types. According to production
principles of sport videos[9], all non-replay clips in a sport video are
temporally disjoint, and no dramatic camera switching occurs during



a critical action. Consequently, we envision personalized summariza-
tion in the divide and conquer paradigm. By analyzing patterns of
camera switching, we organize these clips into non-overlapping seg-
ments. Each segment corresponds to a short sub-story, which consists
of consecutive clips that are semantically related. If we define a sub-
summary, also named narrative option or local story, as one way to
select clips within a segment, we regard the final summary as a collec-
tion of non-overlapping sub-summaries. Knowing view types of clips
and events(-of-interest) in the video, all optimal combinations of clips
within each segment are evaluated by their benefits and costs under
specified user-preferences. We generate a universal set of candidate
sub-summaries with various descriptive levels, and search for the best
combination of sub-summaries which maximizes the overall benefit
under user-preferred constraints.

2.1. Video Segmentation
We define a video segment as a period covering several successive

clips closely related in terms of story semantic, e.g., clips for an attack-
ing action in football including both a free-kick and its consequence.
By considering construction of sub-summaries in each segment inde-
pendently, we trade-off summarization between efficiency of computa-
tion and controllability of story organization. In Fig.2, we explain the
segmentation rule that we envision for sport videos. It is worth noting
that the proposed segmentation process only relies on information that
are directly available from the production process. In other words, we
do not assume any complex hand-made annotation process, or sophis-
ticated automatic analysis of the video sequence to segment it. Rather,
we exploit the fact that game state transitions motivate scene switching,
and are thus reflected in the production actions, to segment the video
based on the monitoring of production actions, instead of (complex)
semantic scene analysis tools. In other words, generic sport produc-
tion principles (like story telling continuity, see [9]) are here exploited
to infer the status of the game based on the observation of production
actions, as reflected by clip view type transitions. We now describe the
process in more details.

A general diagram of state transition in one round of of-
fense/defense is given in the left of Fig.2. Starting with a kick-off type
action (tip-off or ball possession exchange in basketball, and serve in
volleyball), the offensive side makes trials of score after several pass-
ing actions. This trial ends up in one of three possible results: scoring,
being intercepted or being an opportunity. Before a new round, excep-
tional actions might happen, which include foul, medical assistance,
and player exchange. We regard the state chain from the action-start to
one of the results as a semantically complete segment.

Fig. 2. Rule for segmentation of team-sports video.

In parallel, the graph on the right side of Fig.2 does present the se-
quential organization of video clips that results from the adoption of the
team sport production principles [9] to deal with the game state transi-
tion observed in team sport actions. It depicts the typical view structure
of a segment, and highlight how it is related to the semantic content of
the scene. One segment usually starts with a close view for highlight-
ing the player who kicks off. A sequence of far view and medium view
will be the major part to tell the story of a segment. After a key event
is finished, some close-up shots might be given to raise the emotional
level. According to the importance of the corresponding event, replay
clips might also be appended. Note that close view, medium view and

replay are all optional. Based on this structure, we divide the video
into a series of segments. Although there are some complex cases,
e.g., multiple successive trials of scoring or rapid revenge after suc-
cessful interception, our segmentation rule is still applicable to them,
because the producer will not switch the view type during those peri-
ods due to the tightness of match. When extra information is available,
e.g., left/right court identification or 24-second clocking, these com-
plex cases can also be further divided into finer segments. A similar
analysis of the video in view-types was used in Ref.[3] to help detect
exciting events(i.e., game parts with both close-up scenes and replays).
In our case, we go one step further to infer the start and end times of
an action based on the reverse analysis of production actions. By ex-
ploring three broadcasted team-sport videos, we confirm that the above
segmentation rule complies with the general conventions in video pro-
duction, as shown in Fig.3.

c) Basketball (1st Quarter)
Video Time

a) Volleyball (1st Set)
Video Time

b) Soccer (1st Half)
Video Time

Fig. 3. View-type structure of three broadcasted team sport videos.

2.2. Sub-summaries Definition
We now explain the construction of sub-summaries by clip selection
within a segment. The purpose of this section is two-fold. First, we
explain how to define distinct sub-summaries (also named local stories)
based on the knowledge of view type and scene type for each one of
the segment clips. Second, we derive a benefit and a cost metric for
each sub-summary, to be used during resource allocation.

In the following, we consider the mth segment, and explain how
its sub-summaries, and associated costs and benefits, are computed.
For notation simplicity, we omit the index m of the segment under
investigation. Mathematically, assume that the segment is composed
of N consecutive clips. For the i-th clip, we identify its scene type
si, view type vi, and replay status ri. We set si = 0 for public scene
and si = 1 for game scene, and set vi to 0, 1, 2 for the close, medium
and far view, respectively. ri = 0 for the i-th clip in the replay mode
and ri = 1 for normal game. We also assume that a level of interest
Ii has been computed for each clip i, based on the propagation of the
audio significance to individual clips, as described later in this section.
We then use aki = 1 to represent the adoption status of selecting the
i-th clip into the kth sub-summary of the segment, and aki = 0 for
not selecting the clip. The cost of ak is its length, which is defined as
|ak| =

∑
i|aki=1 |τ

E
i − τS

i |. We use τS
i and τE

i to denote the starting
time and ending time of the i-th clip in the broadcasted video. We
then propose to define the benefit gained by using ak to define the kth



sub-summary of the segment as follows

B(ak) =
∑

i|aki=1

Ii

(
1 + φ(ak(i−1) + ak(i+1))

)
P(ak). (1)

The term of ak(i−1) + ak(i+1) is included to add extra benefit from
continuity of story-telling by selecting pairs of successive clips. Pa-
rameter φ controls the importance of story continuity, where a higher
φ leads to more continuous summaries. P(ak) represents the penalty
brought by redundancy in the sub-summary and other forbidden cases,
e.g., the replay is selected while no normal play part is selected, i.e.,

P(ak)=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑
i|aki=1

vi>0,ri=1

|τE
i − τS

i |

∑
i|aki=1

|τE
i − τS

i |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

γ

P2(ak), (2)

where the term in the bracket shows the rate of redundancy brought by
replays and close views. Remember here that the i-th clip is NOT
a replay if ri = 1, and is NOT a close view if vi > 0. Hence,
higher γ tolerates less redundancy, which produces a summary with
more but shorter sub-summaries with less replays, while lower γ pro-
duces a summary including less but longer sub-summaries with de-
tailed replays. P2(ak) switches its value between 0.1 and 1, according
to whether ak is of a forbidden form or not. In our following imple-
mentation for soccer videos, we have defined the following forbidden
cases. 1) A sub-summary with only replays. 2) Kick-off action with-
out the first far/medium view clip. 3) From the ending time of the final
far/medium view in the segment, the continuous period in the sum-
mary for explaining the consequence of the action is shorter than a
given length (5s in our experiments).

Those heuristic definitions are motivated by general production
principles, which promote continuous story-telling and trade-off local
and global completeness. It is worth mentioning here that searching
for an optimal benefit function is probably utopian. Instead, we believe
that any function that is able to capture and trade-off the subjective
notions of redundancy and completeness, while promoting continuous
story-telling, provides a valid alternative to the formulation in Eq.(1).

To complete this section, we now explain how the significance asso-
ciated to the highlighted moments detected in a segment can be trans-
lated into an interest Ii for the ith clip of the segment. Again, heuristic
and good-sense strategies are proposed.
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Fig. 4. Game relevance and emotional level are assigned as a function
of clips view-types, where tSm, tEm are the starting and ending times of
the m-th segment, and tGm, tHm, tRm are starting times of its game play
part, hero scene part, and replay part, respectively.

To account for heterogeneous user preferences regarding the inclu-
sion of highly emotional clips, i.e. close views and replays, we derive
both game relevance IG

i and emotional level IE
i for the i-th clip. The

interest level Ii is then computed as

Ii = αIE
i + (1− α)IG

i , (3)

where α is a hyper-parameter of user preference to control the relative
importance of emotional level and game relevance.

Game relevance IG
i and emotional level IE

i of the i-th clip are
computed by accumulating all related events for the mth segment ac-
cording to its view-type structure, i.e.,

IE
i = T E

m

∑
l

DE
liGE

l , IG
i = T G

m

∑
l

DG
liGG

l , (4)

where GE
l ,GG

l represent the emotional level and game relevance as-
signed to the l-th highlighted event, respectively. DE,G

li denote the
fraction of the emotional/game interest of the lth event that is assigned
to the ith clip. We explain below how it is computed based on clips
view-type knowledge. T G

m is the length of game play in the segment,
which includes all far/medium views, i.e., T G

m =
∑

i,vi>0 |τ
E
i −τS

i |si.
T E
m is the length of emotional highlights, which consists of all non-

replay close views, i.e., T E
m =

∑
i,vi=0 |τ

E
i − τS

i |siri. T G
m and T E

m

are introduced to avoid to favor short actions too much during the re-
source allocation process. 1

As told above, DG
li and DE

li denote the percentage of game rele-
vance and emotional level induced by the l-th event on the i-th clip,
which satisfy 1 =

∑
iD

E
li =

∑
iD

G
li . Motivated by considering pro-

duction principles for team-sports, we design the distribution of game
relevance DG

li and emotional level DE
li within a segment, as depicted

in Fig.4.

• For a kick-off type of event, which takes place in the beginning
of the segment, we limit its influence within the first hero-scene
and the game play part. Since the dominant player appears at
the end of hero scene and commits his action in the beginning of
game play part, it is natural to let emotional level increase along
with time evolving in the close view, and let game relevance
decrease in the game play.

• For non-kick-off events, we design their distributions based on
the following facts: 1) Close views and replays are appended
right after a critical action. A clip closer to the hero scene or
replay has a higher game relevance. 2) The hero scene usually
starts with the most highlighted player and then moves to other
less important objects. Accordingly, the emotional level in the
hero scene should decrease along with time evolving. 3) The
replay part is designed to play the critical action in the same
temporal order, which means that the game relevance is also
increasing along with the evolving of replay.

• For other events, such as public events, player exchange, and
medical assistance, we assign uniform game relevance over its
game part and uniform emotional level over its close-view part.

Especially, we use the hyperbolic tangent function to model the decay-
ing process, because it is bounded and is integrable, which simplifies
the computation of DE

li and DG
li .

2.3. Global Summary Organization by Solving Resource Alloca-
tion Problem
We now explain mathematically how the global summary duration re-
source is allocated among the available local sub-summaries to maxi-
mize the aggregated benefit. Collecting at most one sub-summary for

1Replacing T G
m and T E

m in Eq.(4) would enable extra controllability regard-
ing the trade-off between long and short segments. The proposed formulation
considers all segments equally, independently of their length.



each segment, we form the final story. Here, in contrast to Section
2.2, we refer explicitly to the segment index m, and let amk denote
the kth sub-summary of the m-th segment. The overall benefit of the
whole summary is defined as accumulated benefits of all selected sub-
summaries, i.e.,

B({amk}) =
∑
m

B(amk) (5)

with B(amk) being defined as a function of the user preferences, and
of the highlighted moments.

Our major task is to search for the set of sub-summaries indices
{k∗} that maximizes the total payoff B({amk}) under the length con-
straint

∑
m|amk| � uLEN, with uLEN being the user-preferred length

of the summary.
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Fig. 5. Working flow in our summarization framework.

This resource allocation problem has been extensively studied in the
literature, especially in the context of rate-distortion (RD) allocation of
a bit budget across a set of image blocks characterized by a discrete set
of RD trade-offs [10, 11]. Under strict constraints, the problem is hard
and relies on heuristic methods or dynamic programming approaches
to be solved. In contrast, when some relaxation of the constraint is
allowed, Lagrangian optimization and convex-hull approximation can
be considered to split the global optimization problem in a set of sim-
ple block-based local decision problems [10, 11]. The convex-hull ap-
proximation consists in restricting the eligible summarization options
for each sub-summary to the (benefit,cost) points sustaining the upper
convex hull of the available (benefit, cost) pairs of the segment. Global
optimization at the video level is then obtained by allocating the avail-
able duration among the individual segment convex-hulls, in decreas-
ing order of benefit increase per unit of length [12]. This results in a
computationally efficient solution that can still consider a set of candi-
date sub-summaries with various descriptive levels for each segment.
In Fig.5, a diagram summarizes the working process of summary orga-
nization by solving a resource allocation problem.

More specifically, we solve this resource allocation problem by us-
ing the Lagrangian relaxation [12], whose main theorem reads that if
λ is a non-negative Lagrangian multiplier and {k∗} is the optimal set
that maximizes

L({k}) =
∑
m

B(amk)− λ
∑
m

|amk| (6)

over all possible {k}, then {amk∗} maximizes
∑

mB(amk) over all
{amk} such that

∑
m|amk| �

∑
m|amk∗ |. Hence, if {k∗} solves the

unconstrained problem in Eq.(6), then it also provides the optimal so-
lution to the constrained problem in Eq.(5), with uLEN =

∑
m|a∗

mk|.
Since the contributions to the benefit and cost of all segments are inde-
pendent and additive, we can write

∑
m

B(amk)− λ
∑
m

|amk| =
∑
m

(B(amk)− λ|amk|). (7)

From the curves of B(amk) with respect to their corresponding sum-
mary length |amk|, the collection of points maximizing B(amk) −
λ|amk| with a same slope λ produces one unconstrained optimum.
Different choices of λ lead to different summary lengths. If we con-
struct a set of convex hulls from the curves of B(amk) with respect to
|amk|, we can use a greedy algorithm to search for the optimum under
a given constraint uLEN. The approach is depicted in Fig.5 and ex-
plained in details in [11]. In short, for each point in each convex hull,
we first compute the forward (incremental) differences in both benefits
and summary-lengths. We then sort the points of all convex-hulls in de-
creasing order of λ, i.e., of the increment of benefit per unit of length.
Given a length constraint uLEN, ordered points are accumulated until
the summary length gets larger or equal to uLEN. Selected points on
each convex-hull define the sub-summaries for each segment.

We want to emphasize here that the proposed framework is generic
in the sense that the benefits of each sub-summary can be defined in
many ways, depending on the application context, the knowledge avail-
able or inferred about the scene at hand, and the narrative preferences
of the user. Although we only investigate the efficiency using soccer,
basketball and volleyball videos, the proposed method could also be
extended to other team sports, with proper modification on the seg-
mentation rule and benefit definitions. In the following sections, we
introduce the application of the above framework to broadcasted soc-
cer videos, and its application to multi-view raw sport videos, along
with experimental results.

3. APPLICATION TO BROADCASTED VIDEOS
When applying this framework to broadcasted videos, we have to pre-
process the video so as to get the shot-boundaries, view-types, and
also important events. In [7], we introduced our methods to extract
shot-boundaries and detect view-types. Instead of using manual anno-
tations, we use automatically detected hotspots from audio commen-
taries, as done in [6], to investigate the robustness against biases/errors
of event annotations. (Explanations on audio hot spot detection could
be found in [13]). Intested readers are suggested to check these papers
for more detailed explanation about those methods.

As explained above, our framework aims at focusing on semanti-
cally relevant and personalized story telling. Due to its design princi-
ples, our proposed framework is also supposed to be efficient in stabi-
lizing story organization, thereby improving robustness against tempo-
ral biases of (automatically detected) annotations. Those properties are
explored through a comparative analysis with state of the art methods.
Especially, we compared the behavior of our proposed method to the
following three methods:

• a naive key-frame filter, which extracts the frames lying around
pre-specified hot-spots. This naive method applies a Gaussian
RBF Parzen window (σ being the standard deviation) around
each hot-spot annotation, and sets the interest of each frame to
the maximum response resulting from the multiple annotations
surrounding the frame. It then selects the frames in decreasing
order of interest until reaching the length constraint.

• LIU2007[14], which uses dynamic programming to locate both
key-frames and their corresponding shot-boundaries simulta-
neously, by minimizing the reconstruction error between the
source video and the extracted key-frames.

• LU2004[15], which selects pre-detected shots by maximizing
the accumulated mutual distance between consecutive shots in
the summary, subject to a length constraint. The mutual dis-
tance is evaluated from both histogram difference and temporal
distance.

For computational efficiency, each key-frame is represented by a
1s temporal slot instead of a single moment in the above key-frame
extraction methods, where computation defined on each key-frame is



performed on the first frame of each 1s slot. From a portion of the
source video, i.e., from 1300s to 2300s, each method is asked to orga-
nize a 150s summary.
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Fig. 6. We plot the summaries resulting from four different methods.
The first row of each graph presents the view-structure of segments.
The second row defines the manual annotation of the segment, while
red vertical bars denote the automatically detected audio hot spots.
Eventually, the following four rows identify the temporal occupancy of
the summaries generated by the four tested methods. (We set σ = 30
for the naive kf filter, and used α = 0.25, φ = 0.10, γ = 0.20 for the
proposed method.)

Those resulting summaries are plotted in Fig.6. In this figure, the
first row of each graph defines how the segment is organized in close,
far, and replay views. The second row defines the manual annotation of
the segment, while red vertical bars denote the automatically detected
audio hot spots. Eventually, the following four rows identify the tem-
poral occupancy of the summaries generated by the four tested meth-
ods. The web page associated to this paper [16] contains the videos
corresponding to those segments. We made the following major obser-
vations:

1) Personalization Capability WRT Semantic User Preferences. Al-
though the independence to annotations could be regarded as an advan-
tage of LIU2007 and LU2004, it is rather obvious from their produced
summaries that these two methods failed to reflect the relative impor-
tance of semantic events. Furthermore, they do not offer any flexibility
to personalize the summary to satisfy semantic user preferences. The
naive filter and the proposed method depend on annotated highlight
events, and are thus able to tune the stories according to the relative
importance of events.

2) Personalization Capability WRT Narrative User Preferences. It
appears that both LIU2007 and LU2004 penalize the production of
long-term continuous contents. LIU2007 is designed to include short
representative key-frames, sparsely and evenly distributed in the whole
video. LU2004 discourages selecting consecutive shots to maximize
the mutual distance, and favors close-up/medium views and replays
over far views because they contain more histogram variances than far-
view grasslands. Furthermore, since the mutual distance is defined to
be independent from the shot length, LU2004 also favors including
more short shots over including less long shots, so as to maximize the
accumulated mutual distance. However, in team sport videos, long-
term far views are essential for the audience to understand the com-
plexity of the teamwork. Continuity is also important in telling a fluent

story. Frequent switching between short clips leads to annoying visual
artifacts in their corresponding video data. Finally, neither LIU2007
nor LU2004 has the flexibility to adjust the story-telling pattern.

In contrast, our proposed method and the naive key-frame filter fa-
vor continuous contents under certain parameter settings. The naive
filter always expands the summary around the given annotation, which
makes it sensitive to biased annotations. The proposed framework fur-
ther considers intelligent organization of replays and different view-
types to satisfy various narrative user preferences.

3) Robustness Against Annotation Error. The proposed method
has improved robustness against temporal biases of (automatically de-
tected) annotations. Two examples demonstrate the improved robust-
ness arising from the intelligent local story organization considered by
our proposed framework. The first example (1900s-1940s) corresponds
to a case for which the audio hot-spot instant is somewhat displaced
compared to the action of interest. As a consequence, the naive key-
frame filtering system ends up in selecting frames that do not show
the first foul action. In contrast, because it assigns clip interests ac-
cording to view-type structure analysis, our system shows both fouls
of the segment plus the replay of the second one. In the second ex-
ample (2260s-2300s), the naive system renders the replay of the action
that precedes the action of interest, causing a disturbing story-telling
artifact. In contrast, as a result of its underlying view-type analysis and
associated segmentation, our system restricts the rendering period to
the segment of interest, and allocates the remaining time resources to
another segment.

All these results clearly illustrate the benefit of our segment-based
resource allocation framework with respect to story-telling and person-
alization capabilities.

In Table 1, we give the computation time of the four investigated
methods. LIU2007 is very time consuming, although we have taken
several optimization techniques, e.g., using look-up tables to host pre-
computed features. If we perform a finer selection on each frame in-
stead of the above 1s frame slot and deal with the whole video, it could
cost hours to produce the summary (the complexity is O(kn3) for ex-
tracting k key-frames from n frames in Ref.[14]), which makes it less
practical in a real applicative scenario. In the other three methods, it
costs at most a few seconds to produce the video, which is thus able to
give a real-time response to users.

Table 1. Time Used in Summarizing the 1000s Long Soccer Video

Proposed RA Naive KF Filter Liu, 2007 Lu, 2004
0.068s 0.003s 435.3s 2.5s

4. APPLICATION TO MULTI-VIEW RAW VIDEOS AS
VIDEO PRODUCTION

We further have applied the proposed framework to personlized video
production from multi-view sources. Our key objective is to deter-
mine the proper part of content to present to the end-users, according
to both user preferrences and the contextual knowledge of the scene.
Temporally, it acts as a summarization process through automatic clip
selection. Spatially, it adaptively plans the camerawork to render the
present scene with the optimal viewpoint. In Fig.7, we depict the over-
all framework of our production system. First, we divide a complete
game into short clips, and then group consecutive clips into segments.
As explained in Section 2.1, this segmentation is derived from (auto-
matically generated) metadata that characterize the key events of the
game. For each segment, we plan the production strategy by deter-
mining the view type and the position of replay insertion, based on a
pre-defined rule. A story of the specified length is then organized from
clips to meet user preferences, by solving a resource allocation prob-
lem. Finally, we perform camerawork planning on selected clips, and
render the result out to the audiences.



Performing camerawork planning after summarization is meaning-
ful because it saves the processing time on unselected clips, and pro-
vides full production personalization capabilities. For a large scale
deployment, we may prefer to pre-encode the clips for several pre-
specified camerawork options, to avoid computationally expensive on-
line encoding.

Fig. 7. Working flow (from top to bottom) of the proposed automatic
production system of basketball summary.

Interested readers are able to find detailed explanations in our pre-
vious work in [8][17]. We only give one experimental result here, and
invite readers to visit the demo page [16] for more experimental results
and corresponding demo videos. In Fig.8, we plot the status of clip
selection for a 2min and 30sec summary generated with user prefer-
ence on the player 9 of the yellow team, from a 14min game recorded
by 7 cameras. In the bottom, we show the position of clock events (S
for a starting event, R for a reinit event, and E for an ending event),
and the annotated dominant players (A for the yellow team, and B for
the black team). Note that annotations for the ”End” clock event may
cover both the clips before and after the end event, while annotations
for a start/reinit event only apply to the clips after that event. We have
the following observation from Fig.8.

1) By proper benefit definition, we surpress most of story-telling ar-
tifacts, such as standalone close-up/replays without the corresponding
game parts.

2) Combined with videos in the demo page, our method could orga-
nize a summary which satisfies various user preferences on display res-
olutions, summary lengths, preferred players and so on. For example,
when player A9 is preferred, our method organized a story focusing on
this player, with a proper story-telling pattern as shown in Fig.8.

Fig. 8. A 2m30s summary generated with preference on player 9 of the
yellow team (A9).

5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a framework for producing personalized summarization
of sport videos. The video is divided into many short clips. Within each
local time segment, we deal with short clips to carefully organize the
story-telling in resource allocation framework. Globally, we use La-
grangian relaxation to find the optimal selection of clips to form the fi-
nal summary. We thus consider the problem in the divide-and-conquer
paradigm, which makes the current summarization system real-time
with pre-computed meta-data. Our method is flexible in the sense that

it supports different definition of benefit to customize the summariza-
tion process. We apply this framework to both single-view broadcasted
videos and multi-view raw videos for investigating its performance.
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